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Introduction

"-This paper recounts 'the Iiiew;of one teacher about the

nature.of his science teaching: we nate that Mr. Swift,.a

teacher of grades 6-8 Sciende, pays strict attention to whit

he is expected to teachl. A document-issued by the provin;1-

cial government mandates certain material to be tauht;

Ar. Swift sticks closely to the letter of this 'syllabus,

ignoring along the way locally developed units and recent

textbooks. These which represent ellborations on the provin-
.--

cial document developing its intentions through emphasis, On

student inquiry. Mr. Swift'ignores these in favour of the

syllabus of subject content and its stress on terminology

and definition -- science as *vocabuiary".

With such a syllabus of well defied subject matter to*.

deal with, Mr. Swift is able to exert his 4nfuence on the

classroom. What / call the syllabus system enables him to

keep,at bay the evil eifeqts associated with teaching as a
X

diffuse activity. The well defined material goes hand-in-

hand with an approach to teaching which emphasizes recit-

ation at the expense of inquiry. What I saw Mr.,Swift

doing, I had seen ,earlier in a study of science classrooms

in the U.K. There .1 saw teachers re-construct inchiry

oriented materials'produced by a majok curriculUm, project to

form a syllabus of content to be taught by traditionar

teacher dominated methOds of recitation.
2

Where there was

no Syllabus one had to.be created. Why this urge to criate

a syllabus? Is it a matter of creating order outcifchaos?

Takin4 the'teachers' view, I think that is what is hapOen-

ing. Throigh the exercize of what I call.influencei I

believe teachers are able to mitigate some of the nerye-
.,

. wracking aspects of teachingan activity known'for its

diffuse characteristics.

In the first part,of the paper I introduce Mr. Swift and

hii concerns; in the second, I discuss a conception of

influence which I believe allows us to understand his ideas

about time.
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. Mi. Swift

Mr. Swift joined,the' school in 1972 when he tdok charge

of the .sdience program in grades 7 and 86 At that,time local

coritrol cl the curridblum Was the policy,of the Ministry of

,Edbcation-whOse guideline did not mandate material to.be .

covered.. The document did outline the/curricular policies

.' in *metal terms Ind included illustrations of.how these'

policies might be realiied*thrbugh local action. Thus Mr.

Swift wai left to his own devices when it.came to,planning

the program for the school.

. The sCience room as.he'found.it theh, it said, was much

as one finds it today: There are sfx 'threeztench grbupings,

each,seating iix students who-are organized as a team; one

student ih each group acts asthe.J4ader. .Along the sOpth

side of the ioom is a work-benchtwith six sinks; aboVe the

work-benchiare cupboarda containing class sets of two text-
,

. books-written to conform to the pre-1972 guidelines. . As .

.0

well, there 4s'a half-class set of textbooks written accor-,

ding to.the'1978guidelines, which teintroduced considerOkle

content specification as part of the'currichlum policy of

the Ministry. 4r1 the cupboards are%pieces of equiOment

which hhd been obtained as part of the Ontario Teachers.

Federation Science Project.

On,the-chalkboard next tO the noticeboard is the program of

units to be covered that year. Grades / an1.8 do'the saMO uniti
each year; each unit is'taught every. two ,yefrs. The cydle,is
currently at Year I. In Year the following Units arescovered:

Classification'of Living things; Interdependence; 7 ,ropegtiekr617
,--

katters Measurement I;, Science Fair; SoiLence HappeningS. In.

Year II of the cycle the followingun -are covered: Char-
..

acteristfcs of Living Thimwo-44-itiurement II; _Force and Energy;

Plants; Science Fair; Science Happenings. A number of units(

are Mandated by the Ministry guidelines, and others can be found

in the guidelines.but are optional.; Science Fair'and Science
Happenings are local units.

Wh7n rt. Swift came to the school .there,were to mandated

4
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units. He tellswhat it.was like then.

Swift: tly academic responsibility when, I came here was (to

develoP) 'a sclence program in theschool--there was no
science program. It!a grown from almost zero eqCee I keep

getting a little 'more each- year in that my spread is

increasing (to include grade sixes). When I was given the
mindate I was apprehensive.. (I was told) to do'it and to
it well. there waS no doubt in ry mind what was wanted.

Olsion: You were concerned'from a subject-matter perspective?.

Swift: Hecause of my .failings in University science..:.(but)
let's look at another reason why: no real,guidelines, as
they are today. (Only) "this is what they.do down at Pine
Secondary School.'" That was my guide.

Lacking, guidance, Mr. SWift sought out sources of support,

including guidelines from 'other boards, Teacher Federation units,

and workshops, and adiice froi arloocal secondary school. One.of

the school's recent curriculum priorities had been to ensure that

the Ministry.guidelines,for the Intermediate (7-8) grades 'were

implemented.

The advent of these guidelines signalled a,watershed in Mr:
4

Swifes_career:

'To me the Ministry guidelinei are a godsend; I put a

great value on them. Also, becaftse' I tend to look at
myself professionally as en organized person, I have to
break it down into little organized dnits for me td-move,
ahead and to present the mAterial in' an organized form.
The philosophy (in the'guidelines) goes on and on, and it
could be condensed. What to look, for is the units.

themselves. . . I. feel that I'maccountable for what's in
the Minfotry document.

Begore the advent of the 1978 aocument Mr. Swift said he was not sure

that the tack he took in his teaching was what was.expected.

If'you had nothing to guide you you can skirt,over-it (a
-.topic) too easily. 'When I had no ,guide A could take my
sweet time'and, let's sayl,do plants all year if I wanted
to(Now) I feel that I'm accOuntable: I feel that way

4
because --it.umber of meetings that'I was it it was
said, "They'r4 ydar.pArameters. You'd better work with
them."

From our conversatiohs it became clear that teaching science

with and without guidelines are very different contexts for Mk.

'Swift. Without guiftlines What is to be taught is unclear, and

it is impossible to organize the.Material into carefully timed
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parts. The danger of drift was constantly present when.the work

was not under the control of some regulation. The 1978 Ministry

guidelines supplied Mr.. Swift with a regulating mechanism--the'.

presenting of.the core material of those guidelines to'students.

The sheer Amount,of material, however, creates a,sttuatiOn'ib'

which certain activities had to be reconsidered, given the amount
.

of time they require and their tenuous connection to' what the

guidelines require. Given a bodge,of limited time and:On exten-

sive program of material'to cover, the use of.Etme is a critical

factor for Mr. Siiift in deciding how to.proceed. Time become.s a

factor influencing not onsly what is presented, but how the

material is presented./ With Ehe guidelinesaut4horitatively

-mandating content to be covered, Mr. Swift was left with the task

df deciding how that content Right best be dealt with; covering

the material in ways that art interesting yet not time-consdming:

oo AD pursue in greater depth Mr. Swift!s' attempts to resolve

this dilemma, / asked him to sort statements of science teacking

activities, which ranged from highly teacher-controlled'to 0

student-controlled
3

. These statements, which were written on

small cards, ,De arranged in a number,ofIrdups according to some

underlying construct-he had chosen to organize his thinkinfeabout

the set of twenty statements. ,We then discussed these activities

in relation to the set of cOnitructs he had used to soit them.

One important construct he used to organize, the groupings--an .

overarching constrUdt--was that of "keeping on track" vs,

"squandering time." He said all of the activities.could be

organized along this dimension. Teacher-centred activities were

seen to be on-track acttvities: "/, as the teacher, know where .

, 4

I'm gOing and I)don't want to be."thrown off track too Much. 4

have a definite goal.t6 achtive and a.definite amount of time in

which to Achieve it." The importan"ce-of knowing:the goal and" *-5.

relating tie t8hiieünt can be- seen in how Mt. Swift

views an Octivity'in which students ire at work doing on exper-

iment to verify a law. 'As Mr. Swift sees it, he basilimited-''

control-here:

If'a kid messes Around for 40Atiagies-and-measures

6
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a couple of minuteso.copies,and Makes up data for the
rest of"the time, I can't-control that.part. On
the otherhand,.when I'm in contro4'the=kid'may be
wasting time if his mind,is outside.... When people are
given freedom there's a greater tendency to take advan-
tagefof freedom, to horse around. I think I've founa an
answer to this, but I don't think / tan live with it.

I,asked, Mr. Strift to'explain what tSe anliwer mi.ght.be to

this-dilemma. He spoke of problemakin.approaching a field

trip to the Ontario Science Centre. To' malce sure diat time

wasn't wasted, he had the,Audents do four workiheets while

thei were at.the'Centre. The students complained to him

afterward that they hadn't had time to Oomplete Ole work-

sheets. Should they he allowed to go,their own way at the

Centre and perhaps "squander" their time, or be required to

do the sheets and perhaps enjoy the visit less?- Mr; Swift

is aware that there is an important dilemma heee and that he

has to resolve it before the next trip to the'Centre. As he

said, *"There.'s a lot of messing around. I can't be with,

each child.- What's wrong with meesing around in a place

like the Science'Centre?. What happens if they..push.a button

ten times. i isn't that.discovery?, I can't argue with that,

but I'm Uncomfortable with that,situation. tguess I have a

way of dontrolling it."

Mr. iwift sees teacher-zontrolled ict104,ties as Saving a

definite gqal and a definite time to achieve the goal. -If tiMe

'allows, then students can be involved, but if,time presses, "If

that clock says I've got five More minUtes to get that done-so

that they can-get their note, I'll eliminate (discussion) and

revert to/(telling them)'.. . It's.safe. I know where I'm

gOing." Swift'talked about "savouring" his lesson time vs,

havl.ng to "cover" the qround:

SO, let's say the lesson is,broken_down-into four
units of time. Let's say an hour lesson, and I've used
half the time. One of the 15 minutes I've done in 7-'1/2
minutes; now I've 22 1/2 minutes to do the rest. If I
get my 15 minutes done there, I may, if I like, have 7
1/2 minutes savouringttime.. I can do the leasonL and
enjoy it and spend some time developihg an answe from a
.child. If it goes the pther way ana (I use mote han 15
minutes) then I'll really speed up and go like heck.
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For 4. SWift the guideline regulates the time. It prevents time
I

from being yasted. :flow does he view those occasions when time is

unavoidably lost? -Mr. Swift defends his "lapse"Aof time management:

"I must confess . ; there were a couple ot.thingsJI did thap cost

me in terms of periods, say'3, 4, 5 loeriodi, but I enjoyed it.

Without it I don't think I could radiate any love of what,l'm doing.*

Other activities had more potential for the squandering'of -

time although they could'also have benefit for the students.

Mt. Swift was,aware that in stressing "efficient" activities he

was perhaps giving:up on other things; take, for,example, asking

students tooermage in some thinking out loud in hypothesizing

about sometKing.they had seen:

For the good ones, a chance'to participate, a chance to
help the,teacher, to formulate something; a chance to
see his idea-go on the board when I.trigger the idea in
him, and it's exactly what I wanted to have anyway.

Field trips present special prOblems for the efficient use of time.

This plant unit we are doing. I didn't-go out. It would
have been a fun rieriodiWith each clasp. we may have got
it done. I gave it up. . . . One thing we did last year,
we went to a creek within walking distance of the school.
It did not upset the system, and this is something else
yoli have to watch. You eupset the timetable and it

snowballs. So that's enough reason for not doing_it as

often. I shouldn't say that. If I Wanted_to do iteI'cL
'get it done.

To M. Swift squandering time was.just what the guidelines

helped him avoid doing by showing him What material he

needed to cover and t;Y giving him,a legitiMate reason.to

strcess control of student activityparticularly control

throuth a *vocabulary* approath to science teaching. It is

this emphasis on control of the-teaching situation - what /

callanfluence - that I want to focus on because I believe

that àjf we underStand how teachers construe their influence,
,

one ought bettert to understand the implications Doe teachers

of curticulum'prOposai' which alter their Control of the 's

teaching situation.
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Before discussihg Mr. .swift's case, I want to turn'to

the concept of influence itself. In an earlier studY I

interpreted teacher views about the role of discussion'in

science teaching in terms of the loss.of influence it appears

to present to teachers. / think that earlier study is rele7

vant to our undersiandihg M. Swift's conceptions of time

and its regulation. in that study, using a clinical-inter-'.

view method similar to the one Mr. Swift participated in,
I

4

identified two cohceptions of influence*at work in teacher

talk--high and low4. I found that high influeince could be

divided into two fOrms: information' transfer and teacher

guidance. Ifere I will briefly condense the description and

urge the reader to consuli the earlier work for,the details.

Conceptions of Teacher Influence

The notion of influence goes beyond mere control of the

class. Through influence, the teacher exercizes his/her craft;

it is'exercfze of influence that provides teachers with satis7

fiction in their work. Teachers are aware that science education

theorists ind modern scienpe curriculum projects Often expect

them to use methodb which involve'low teather influence. Yet the

methodi espoused by such projects are rejected by teachers, or,

more importantly,Iteachers do not appear to construe these ap-

proaches effectivay, and thus important parts of innovative

doctrines are not implemented.:TeicherS persist in using more

familia ; better understood practices like the syllabus system

and rec%ation that I mentioned above.

What.then is the relationship between how teachers construe

influence and the persistence of the syllabus system? As,teach,

eis construe,their"teachirig, work in the classroom-is. directed

not primarily,towards what happens in students' heads, but to

what happens in the social encounters with students, and, how the

9
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infl6ence that the teacher can bring_to bear affects the imogress

of the class towards soMpleting the work to be covered in a

reliable and credible way. -Infidence, as teachers construe, it

is"\koased on being able to provide the stimulus,'expert guidance

- and guaranteed information needed to help students obtain the

crede tials they expect to gain. The teacher authenticates What

is tra saoted and guarantees it. Sources of influence, as'

teacheAeee it, are not based on an underatanding of psycho]pg-

ical prinCiples, nor on the structure of their discipline, but'on

their abil\ty to conC,ince the studenti that what is happening'is

well prOducd and directed,. The teacher is 'able-to balance the

competing deiands Made upon him/her by the nature of school
.

goals, the kinds of social relationships possible in classrooms
,

and the limitations of technique.

,As the teachers I talked to in England saw it, being a

.teacher was lie being a 4ntain guide; someone hired because s/he

knew the way toci the summit and how not to-fall, Such a guide

adopts direct methods and is linked directly to those who follow.

The relationshilp between the mountain guide and the plimbera
,

1

_

simply doesn't nvolve laW influence climing methods; they are

hazardousf for ne thing, and time consuming.

The'analysi1s oi how teachers construed influence indicates

that teachers use high influence teaching.not only to keep stud-

ents at their Work, and their behaviour within acceptable boundi,
,

but also to ob ain.fOr themselVes a sense that something is being

/accomplished; that work iS being done. The evidence they seek

to confirm this does not seem:to.come from What the pupil attains

' intellectually, At coies from the ability of the teachers to,,

promote "good" work, and convince students of the need to do that

work. AS Philip Jackson has pointed-out, "Teachers,Iparticularly .

in the loWer grades seem to be more actMiy-oriented than
/

learning-oriented"
5

and he argues as I would, ,that teachers do

not give a lot of thodght to the precise outcomes of instruction;

rather theY select aCtivities which they think Will be good for

their students. / would add that the teachers select activities

that are good for tbemselves; .theit is, approaches which permit
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the teacher to exerci influence over the work of .the class in,a

.direct manner and with.t gible effects so that a sense (4 accom-

plishment can be ,perceived. .

Teachers seek to establish,in their worke ways of as-

suring themselves and others that work it being done,' and

,

.

they search for measured of that process. To change the.

-metaphor, / would say that teachers develop relatively

clear-tiut syStems of monitoring and measuring progess.afid

Obtaining reflections of their influence; these syster /

have termed the'syllabus system. It is,the system that

'Mr. Swift so welcomed in the form of the Ministry guidelines.

Lei me illustrate how.teachers think about influence by

reference to two kinds of approaChes to science teaching

bated on,the *vel of teacher influence. High influence can

be divided.into two approaches: teacher,as "prime mover

and as "navigator"... Acting as prime mover serves a number

of functions; the,main one being that the teacher can

ensure that important information is transferred-to the ,

student during:a process in which pupils pay e tion'to

the teacher. The transfer of inidrmation nvolves Clues not'

to engage the student intellectually, but t does get across

facts without which, the teachers I talked.to argued, ,

further more stimilating activity could not 0,59ur. The '

teachers emphasised that 'it was necessary to giiPe notes and

to lecture in spite of the drawbacks. However, their com-

ments intimated that.they'did not want it thought that this

was all that they did, nor that they didn't realise that.

there was limited intellectual cHallenge for the student:

Information transfer was construed as; menial.; not ideal,

rote, humdrum, the pupil as a sponge:

Pupils sitting at their seats doing physics problems -
that's menial, but it is essential...Pupils svplying
labels - you don't really need to understand what it's
all'about to label a spade a spade sort of thing. You
can do that and be successfua at it, but have no idea
what's going one. It's menial in that sense, but it id
essential.

Teachers construed a number of teaching events in terms of

11
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their cOntrolling'the directionand point:of the lesson while

allowing.students to participated This'function involves the

teacher as navigator. The following comments Illustrate why the

teachers thought that'it was imiortant thft they navlgate the,,

lesson:' .
.

f. V

would neverdlike to have a clasa sort of hung up too
high and drY (with their) going out of the rood think-
ing,,NW 11, what on'earth am rsupposed to make'of that
one?

.0They've got to believe in-what you are saying. :If they'

think yOu are'unsure of your facts, they.switch off. Do
they trust you are,telling them'the right things they'
need to know, and, in fact, is the stUff you are telling-

( them factually correct?

-The teachers took it as their task to ensure that the lesson

had a valid point and that the students could trust the teacher

to make sure that the cfass ended up with the right information

and the oOirect ideas. Simultaneously, they'had to ensure that

the lesson-did not go astray. The-former, might'tie called-the

'editorial' and the latter'the 'director' function. The
, -

following comments describe the editorial function with the

key terms underlined:.

Thi teacher-guides the disdusslon and puts them.right if

they are wrong. He takes Out what isn't quite relevant.
Now the teacher is p physiotherapist, putting right any
of the ills.

Teachers' coments concerning low influence teaching con-
.

trasted sharply with those assOciated With high influence teach-

ing; Where teachers were clear_about what they were triing to

accomplish and how to ,go abdut it in the latter case, theY were

**unclear about the effects of their teaching'and their role in the

4 .former. Where they had been definite, realistic and evaluative

in their commentai they became tentative', detached and

unrealiatic. All of these trends suggested that high and

low influence teaching are construed in quite different ways A

by teachers, and that they represent quite different forms

of teaChing.

Two main themes emerged from comments about low influ-

ence teaching (whicp involved the, teacher.acting as A dis-

12
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cbsslon'teacher, or organisins a sttldent Seminar, or Cield

biotic, or setting essays on social issuts'opics); First,

teachers found it difficult to talk about the intellectUal

aAivity which they tended to associate with'low iqluence:.

,.

Their talk aboui inteilectupil goals seemed vague and loosely

related.to what they ,said they did 4n Class. Secondly, t
\4' -

,

teachers.had
.

difficulty 'seeing how they or their pupils were.
1

.

meant to behave. They were not sure vtere their influence'lay. ,

,The other theme running through the-teachers' comments about

low influence teaching concerned theouthority of th\teacher.
,

-S_
I

The teachers found it 'difficult to understand how they should

behave, and how to consttue their students' behaViour, and, b ca-

use of t:an appoient lack of experience, the teachers tended

think of low influence teaching approaches as if they were fn7

-effective variants of more familiar forms. The following Comment

indicates the nature of the dilemmas teachers faced in relatOn

toiow influence teaching:

It's quite foreign to a lot of science teachers (being a
neutral chalrmin). They deal with a lot of facts and'
.here we are asking for discussions which could be very
open-ended ... :It's very difficult to manage (a dis-
cussion) with Some of them absent, or some- have the

facts and some don't... Then You've got pupils at
ldifferent . levels of maturity to discuss something.

, 1Whereas some'can and they might be mature enough to put
'forward certain views, but not in. a mature manner
laughing about it, giving Some stupid sort of view.

What do these comments tell us about"how teachers,c, onstrue

Ytheir role in low influence teaChing? Tt ii evident that the ,

teachers twid to contrast,such teaChing with'itiat where' they are
.

ine-charge andt -Ole to act in familiar ways. In Other words
,.. \

-famillar.role becomes a basis for describing and'evaluating the

14A influence situations. These-bituations tend to be'construed
1
0 terms of the extent of teacher:withdrawal from a central'xole.

Images of retreit and withdrawal, otflodication of the teacher

role entirely (technician, librarian) are used. the following:

list captures'the way teachers construed their 'retreat':
c .

The teacher does:Vet seem, involved..

The.teacher is just a controlling periOn in the background,

1 3
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if Aec ssary...The teacher

to'be hovering,
I 'really 'don't know how to

12

is a gulding hand.

guiding, inspiring, ticking off...
handle that role (neutral chairman).

/f the teacher does stay as technician-librarian, in other
words, there's the resource, get on with it....

The

,ihe teacher is tO some extent merely a technician/

The teacher is acting as a referee.

'The teacher has disappeared further into the background

teacher is actingas an observer.

The sense of withdrawal comes through clearly, and the.words like

'merely' or 'just' suggest a negative appraisal of the role, the

term 'technicians' is.probably used to suggest something less

than a profesiional role for the teacher. .The teacher is cast as

a referee in a game whose purpose and rules are unclear. It is

hard o see how such a positionicould be acceptable to teachers.

The general trend of teachers' comments.suggested more

concern about making sure the point and direction of the lessoh

were established than with the intellectual stimulation of the

student. Teachers*did not emphasise intellectual benefits of the
5 ,

approaches they favoured; they,emphasised the opporutnity these

approaches gave them to exercice influence;. an influence

directed towards coVering the syllabus and.ensuring that the

required material was transferred and understood by the pupils

in the correct way.

In her contribution to an'extensive report on science

education in the USA funded by the National Science Foundation

('Case Studies in Science ,Sducation'), Francis Stevens said that

'a dieciplinary curriculum and authoritarian teaching are easiest

for everbody." The report'concluded that teachers did.not adopt

inquiry methods because thek are unwilling to risk situations in

which they may not know the answer, and.it suggested that teachers

1.ack experiehce in dealing .with the qUestions of thoughtful'

Students on doubtful topics. The, Tort indicated that, rather

than stressing intellectual development, teachers concenttate on

isocialisation' - pxeparing studenqs tO progesivin their school

4 14
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caieer. Such'a.conception of teaching, it.was argued, in the

report;* provides teachers with milestones to measure progress:

Some. imileitones'....seemed- to .be necessary if teachers

were ta shepherd their atudents through the skabject

'matter without suffering the complaints of their

colleagues."

Seekihg milestones in teabing as a foim of coping

strategy might have evbroade application.than to just an

agreed upon content -- a ayllabui. 'One might hypothesiZe

that teachers Seek &'establish in their workl'and in their

relationships with students,' ways'of assuring themselves and

others that work is being chine; these are the milestones

which function_aa part of a system of monitoring and

measuring progress which provide teachers with reflections

of their influence. The milestones teachers valued in tfie

study were: the accumulation of.notebooks, the exam

rehearsals and the exam results, the',IJCended content

authoritatively taught and recorded; these were the

familiar markersADf their'clessroom life.

2 )

Mr. Swift's Influence .

Now it is in terms of the concept of influence -that I have

tried to make tense of,Mr. Swift's views about teaching. What

struck me about his thinking was the idea of the syllabus as a
.

.

regulator. To him it was like a dlock or a metronome set for .

the desired beat. Thinking back,to the worktI did in England I

decided that Mr. Swift was telling me more about the nature of

the syllabus system and the role it plays in helping the teaCher

exert influence. Influence is what Mr. Swift isafter; yin'

de
might say that influence is how he exercizes is craft and knows

he Is exercizing it. /nfluence gives him s ething to push

against--his students; it gives him a way,of measuring craft _

activity: a sense of so much done in so much time. Teaching can

be like trying to push clouds aromidl how do you know if you are.

doing anything? The teachers in England I talked.to were most

%0

concerned to see the measures of t eir progress, and sought them

where they could fihd them. Increa d student capacity to think
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., was not one of the,things'they felt they co,u1d get.a measure of;

filling notebooks was. You:might say that the syllabus contains

thelqtock-in-trade of the teacher and influence is how the stoCk

-is traded. 'When'the syllabus is "emptied*. and the notebooks',
qiifilled, then the teaber has some idea'of the progresssiade. Thus

both spacialtwand temporal metaphors seem 'apt here. Steven's

"milestones" and my "clock" are both ways Of expressing 'sbme

element of what teachers are after in theielwork. Elsewhere I
. .

have Argued that these craft elements are.a functional response

to the diffuseness of teaching as an occupation.7 MrS. Swift is

.like the othe r. teachers; he, too, found it hard to operate

without a'Syllabus to "empty"; he, too, was prepared to trade

intangible but desirable events for tangible ones; 'dilemmas

abound here because teachers are dammed if they do and if they

don't and some of them know it...,

'So what of.curriculum reform? Do we need more innovations?

I think not; 'not right now. pi? sie need to help teachers become

more conscious of the dilemmasffiey face? I think so. If this

is the case, then reform comesthrough teigper education, not

through more packages. Perhap ,curricularists ought to begin to

fix on the-educational functiOns'of their craft working with

teachers4in small groups wiOieroblems tWat arise from teaching

itself., Such a'deliberative approach to reform is* worth looking

at ih light of theestructures and functions of teaching as an
f

occupation.

1 6
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